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CHAPTER 0 
NOTE ON CONVENTIONS 
Here we state a few conventions which are not emphasized 
in the following Chapters. 
0.1. SUMMATION CONVENTIONS; 
By Z f(n) we mean the sum of all values of f(n) for 
a 
which a <. n <_ p; if p < a, is zero. Summations are over 
0,1,2,..., where there is no indications to the contrary. E 
ee 
usual ly denotes E unless the f i r s t term i s indeterminate, 
o 
00 
in which case i t w i l l denote Z» 
1 
0 .2 . BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS: 
a 
For n = 0 , l , 2 , o . . , A is defined by the iden t i ty : 
a n - a - 1 
L A^ X = (1-x) (Ixj < 1 ) , 




a J 1 (n=0, a rea l ) - a 
(a ip - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) 
\ = / ; A = 0 (n > a,a = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
I 0 (n<0, a rea l ) " 
• 2 • 
and for o £ - 1 , 
E | A j < CO. 
0 . 3 . THE LETTER K; 
K denotes, throught , an absolute cons tant , independent 
of the var iable under cons ide ra t ion , but i s no t necessa r i ly the 
same a t each occurrence. 
K i s also used as a symbol for the word ' C o n s e r v a t i v e ' . 
0 .4 . SYMBOLS T. AK. AT: 
T, AK and AT are used to symbolize the word 'regular' 
and the phrases, 'absolutely conservative' and 'absolutely 
regular' respectively. 
0.5# ORDER NOTATION 0 AND ot 
If g is a positive function of a variable which tends 
to a given limit, we shall write 
f = o(g), 
if f/g > 0, and 
f = 0(g), 
if |fl/g < K. In particular, f =» o(l), means that f — ^ 0 , 
and f =0(1) means that f is bounded. 
0,6. SYMBOLS fe- . C ANDr^ ; 
Given two methods of summability (o r absolute summability 
or absolute summability with index) , P and Q, we write ?C Q, 
or Q2 P for *P i s included in Q' or 'Q includes P' to 
mean t h a t every sequence summable by P i s also summable by Q. 
If PS. Q and Q^P, the two methods P and Q are said 
to be equiva len t and we write P/^Q. 
If P C Q and there e x i s t s a sequence which i s summable 
Q but not summable P , then we wr i te P C Q, 
0.7, FINITE DIFFERENCES; 
For any sequence / f« ( , we wr i t e 
A f„ = A A ^ - I J^ =.A(A''"^ f^), (k = 1,2,...); 
and for k > 0 , 
. k oo - k - 1 
: 4 : 
provided this series is convergent; and 
A sequence | fj^  | is said to be convex if 
2 
A f^  i 0, n = 1,2,.... 
0 . 8 . BOUNDED VARIATION; 
By • j "t-jf^BV , we mean t h a t the sequence tj^j i s of 
bounded v a r i a t i o n , t h a t i s to say, 
which i s the same as : 
By ' I "^ n K ^^ ' ^ ^ ^» we me an 
k—1 k 
2 n I A ^n' ^ ^• 
Thus 'jt^j^BV • is the same as /t^j^BV. 
By •f(x)€ BV(h,k)' we mean that f (x) is a function 
of bounded variation in the interval (h,k), 
that is. 
k 
/ lf(x)ldx < K, 
h 
: 5 : 
P 
and by •f(x)€BV ( h , k ) ' , for p 2 1» we mean t h a t 
/ {w(x)] I f ( x ) | dx < K, 
where w(x) i s a su i t ab le funct ion of x, so t h a t 
• f(x)6BV (h,k) i s the same as »f(x)6 BV(h,k) • . 
0 .9 , CLASSES OF SUMMABILITY FACTORS; 
By */C [ € ( P » Q ) * means ' t h e sequence of f ac to r s j 6 ^ ' 
belongs to the c l a s s ( P , Q ) ' , t h a t i s , the s e r i e s 2 a ^ 6 ^ i s 
suramable Q whenever E a^ i s summable P . For example, 
^f J € [ | c , a | , | c ,p | j^] i f S f^a^ i s summable \c,^\^ whenever 
Z a i s summable | c , a ( « This no ta t ion i s due to Schur [70] anc 
i s in conformity with the terminology and no ta t ion used for Fourier-




1.1. With the appearance of Cauchy's Analyse Algebrique 
in 1821, (see [ 2 5 ] ) , and Abel ' s researches on binominal se r i e s 
in 1826, (see [ l ] ) , the old hazy not ion of convergence of 
i n f i n i t e s e r i e s was put on sound foundat ion. I t was, however 
no t iced t h a t there were c e r t a i n non-convergent s e r i e s which, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y in Dynamical Astronomy, furnished nearly cor rec t 
r e s u l t s . After p e r s i s t a n t e f f o r t s in which a number of c e l e -
bra ted leading mathematicians took p a r t , i t was only in the 
c los ing decade of the l a s t century and in the ear ly years of the 
p re sen t century tha t s a t i s f a c t o r y methods were deviced so as to 
a s soc ia t e with them by processes c lo se ly connected with Cauchy*s 
concept of convergence, c e r t a i n values which may be cal led t h e i r 
' sums' in a reasonable way. Such processes of summation of 
s e r i e s which were formerly tabooed being d ivergen t , have given 
r i s e to the modern regorous theory of SUMMABILITY. For the 
pioneer ing researches t h a t , led to t h i s theory, the c r ed i t 
goes ' i n t e r ^ a l i a ' to Holder, Cesaro, Riemann, Hausdorff, Borel 
and o t h e r s , (see Hardy [ 3 4 ] ) , 
• 7 • 
Summability being the na tu ra l genera l iza t ion of 
•convergence*, the analogous idea of ABSOLUTS SUMMABILITY 
emerged as a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the concept of ' a b s o l u t e conver-
g e n c e ' . In 1911, Fekete [31] introduced the absolute Cesaro 
summability and since then q u i t e good cont r ibu t ions have been 
made in th i s d i r e c t i o n . 
In 1957, F l e t t [32] extended the concept of absolute 
summability to t h a t of 'Genera l ized Absolute Summability' or 
'Absolute Summability with i n d i c e s , which was followed up by 
Mazhar [44] and o t h e r s . 
In the present d i s s e r t a t i o n we are concerned with a 
survey of some research done in t h i s extended concept (mentioned 
above) . 
1.2, Let 2 a^ be a given in f in i t e s e r i e s with sequence 
| s ( of i t s p a r t i a l sums. 
Generally, a l l commonly used processes of summability 
belong e i t h e r one or the o t h e r of two kinds of p rocesses , v i z . , 
( i ) the T-processes , 
( i i ) the ( |)-processes. 
: 8 : 
A T-process i s based upon the formation of a sequence 
of aux i l i a ry means defined by the sequence-to-sequence t r ans -
formation: 
(1 .2 ,1) * n * ^ ^ n , k ® k (n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
o r , by se r i e s - to - sequence transformation: 
(1 .2 .^) * n ' = ^ " ^ n , k ^ k <n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
k 
where "a.^ « E a„ <» 
n}c j ^ n , j ' 
a ^ being the elements of the nth row and k- th column of the 
Toepl i tz matr ix T = ( ajsjj) • 
Other types of transformations under t h i s category are 
the s e r i e s - t o - s e r i e s t ransformations, and the sequence- to-ser ies 
t ransformat ions , with which we are not concerned here . 
A (i)-process i s based upon the formation of the functional 
transformation defined by the sequence-to-function transformation 
(1 .2 .3) t (x ) =Z (|)^(x) s^, 
o r , by the s e r i e s - t o - f u n c t i o n transformation: 
: 9 : 
(1 .2 .4 ) t (x) =2: fj^(x) a^, 
ln(x) - £ (|)Jx); 
or , by the func t ion- to- func t ion t ransformat ion: 
(1 .2 .5) t (x ) = / (t)(x,y) s(y) dy, 
where x i s a continuous parameter , (J) ( x ) , or $«( x) 
(o r (l)(x,y)) i s defined over an appropr ia te in te rva l of x 
(o r of X and y ) . 
The s e r i e s E a , or the sequence ^s "L , is said to be 
summable to a f i n i t e number s by a T-process (or summable (T) 
or a (|)-process (o r summable ((J)), according as the sequence I t f, 
or the function t( x) , tends to s , as n tends to i n f i n i t y , 
or as X tends to an appropr ia te l i m i t , depending upon the 
method, (see Knopp [ 4 1 ] , p . 474) . 
The s e r i e s Z a_ i s sa id to be absolutely convergent, 
if Z la^^l < 00, t h a t i s , 
( 1 . 2 . 6 ) ^ l^n - Sn. i l < « . 
: 10 : 
Thus, the absolute convergence of E a^ may be defined as the 
bounded v a r i a t i o n of I s^ I • Symbolically, we wr i t e the r e l a -
t ion (1 .2 .5) ass 
{s„J£BV. 
Of course, absolute convergence implies convergence. 
In analogy with concept of ' abso lu te convergence ' , the 
s e r i e s E a , or the sequence i s i , i s said to be absolute ly 
summable by a T-process , or suramable | T | , if 
|t„}£Bv. 
Absolute summability by a (|)-process (o r the process \^\) 
i s s imi la r ly def ined, with the obvious di f ference t h a t , in th i s 
case t ( x ) £ BV(A,J') where ( A , ^ ) i s a su i t ab le i n t e rva l of 
v a r i a t i o n of the continuous va r iab le x. 
Extending the de f in t ion of the process JTJ to absolute 
summability with i n d i c e s , we say t h a t the s e r i e s E a , or the 
n 
sequence j s > , i s said to be absolute ly summable by a 
T-process with index k, or simply summable I T L , k ^ 1» 
if |tj^?6BV , t h a t i s , 
: 11 
k—1 k 
(1 .2c7 ) E n \t^- tj^_ll < « . 
| T | , i s the same as | T | . S imi la r ly Z a^, or the sequence 
jSj^l , i s said to be summable l^t^lj;* ^ 2. ^t 
i f 
( 1 . 2 . 8 ) ; /w(x)j [^ { t ( x ) j j dx < «o; 
A ^ 
where w( x) depends upon the p a r t i c u l a r process , and ( A , / ) 
i s a su i t ab le i n t e rva l of v a r i a t i o n of x as before . Of course 
l(J)|j^ i s the same as \^\ » 
1.3. A method of summability P i s said to be conser-
v a t i v e , b r i e f l y , P i s K, i f ( C , 0 ) C P , i . e . the convergence 
of any se r i e s implies i t s summability P and i s said to be 
r e g u l a r , b r ie f ly P i s T, if P i s K and also preserves 
suras of convergent s e r i e s . The method P i s said to be abso-
l u t e l y conservat ive , b r i e f l y , P is AK, if | C , 0 1 ^ 1 P 1 , i . e . , 
the absolute convergence of any i n f i n i t e s e r i e s implies i t s 
summability | p | , and i s said to be absolute ly r egu la r , b r i e f l y , 
P i s AT, if ( i ) P i s AK and ( i i ) P i s T. I t has been 
observed by Miss Morley t h a t a method may be AK without being 
: 12 : 
We mention in pass ing t h a t r egu la r matrix methods can not take 
care of even a l l bounded sequences, s ince , as proved by 
Steinhaus (see [ 2 9 ] ) , given any r egu l a r matr ix method M, there 
e x i s t s a bounded sequence which i s not summable M. By analogy, 
one might be led to ask whether i t i s t rue t h a t no absolutely 
regu la r matrix method can sum a l l c o n d i t i o n a l l y convergent 
s e r i e s , (see [61]) . 
Necessary and su f f i c i en t condi t ions t h a t a matrix method 
be AK were f i r s t obtained by Miss Mears [49] in 1937, and 
functional a n a l y t i c proofs of equivalent r e s u l t s were given 
l a t e r on by Knopp and Lorentz [41 ] , and Sunouchi [71] in 1949. 
Similar ly , we have necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ions tha t a 
(j)-process i s K (Hardy [ 3 4 ] ) , and AK(Ahmad [ 2 ] , [ 4 ] ; see also 
Das [ 3 0 ] ) . 
Let P and Q be any two methods of summability 
(ord inary , a b s o l u t e , or absolute with index) . In , the case 
in which P ^ Q, but QCP i s f a l s e , t h a t i s PCQ, the following 
questions can be r a i s e d : 
( i ) Would i t be possible in some manner to r e s t r i c t 
the order of magnitude of the terms of the s e r i e s E a so t ha t . 
n 
: 13 : 
for i t Q C P (and in e f f ec t PrJQ) ? 
( i i ) Would there be sequences jCj^r such tha t Z a^^ <^ n 
i s summable P whenever Z a^ i s summable Q ? 
The r e s u l t answering the f i r s t quest ion in the affirmativ 
are ca l led •Taube r i an ' . A r e s u l t of the type PC Q are ca l led 
' A b e l i a n ' . The sequences l i k e l y ( t h a t are required to answer 
the second ques t ion in the af f i rmat ive are ca l led as summability 
f a c t o r s ( o r absolute summability f a c t o r s , or fac tors for absolute 
summability with i ndex ) . 
In the p r e s e n t d i s s e r t a t i o n we propose to survey the work 
done on the above problems in r e spec t of absolute summability 
with index. 
In the seque l , present ing d e f i n i t i o n s and notat ions of 
the summability methods tha t are involved in the present work, 
the author proposes to give a b r i e f resume of the important 
r e s u l t s concerning these methods (wi th spec ia l reference to 
Absolute summability methods with index) which are necessary 
for d i scuss ions in the following Chap te r s . 
: 14 : 
1.4, SOm SPECIAL (T) , | T | AND | T | j^ -PROCESSES: 
I . The Cesaro methods (C) , | c | and |cj j^: In the 
s p e c i a l case in which 
. o- l 
^n-k ' " ^ '^ ^ 
(^0, o therwise , 
the transformation (1 .2 .1) reduces to s^ ,^ the nth Cesaro-mean 
of o rder a(a > - 1 ) , and then the corresponding ( T ) , | T | and 
( T L methods are denoted by: (C,a) , |C ,a | and | c , a | j ^ , a > - 1 , 
k 2 i» r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In 1957, F l e t t [32] defined the absolute Cesaro method 
of order a and index k, or j C , a K , a > - 1 , k 2 ! • He 
s tudied t h i s method in d e t a i l s and es tab l i shed the consis tency 
theorem: for any a > - 1 , l c , a | j ^ £ j c , p | , whenever ^ 2 '^  2 ^ ' 
and P ^ Q ^ + r - r * "^ ^ k = l , the r e s u l t holds when a > - 1 , 
p > a + -r - - • This extends the consis tency theorem of 
Kogbet l iantz [42] : l c , a j C | c , p | fo r -1 < a < p . On the other 
hand, with the help of negative examples, F l e t t [32] demonstratec 
t h a t : jC,pj^Q- lc ,a l j^ , where k < r , for any a > - 1 , and 
|C,aj j ^ ( t |C,p I ^ , whenever k < r , and p ^ '^  "*" I *" 7 * ^^°'^ 
: 15 : 
t h e s e r e s u l t s i t f o l l o w s t h a t t h e summabil i ty methods |C ,a l 
and | c , a L , k > 1 , a r e independen t of each o t h e r . Using 
| C , a L as a Taube r i an c o n d i t i o n , he a l s o proved the r e s u l t : 
I f k > 1 , a > - l / k , p > °^ " '^* ^"^ ^^ ^ ^n ^^ summable 
l c , a [ ^ , then L a i s summable (C,p) whenever i t i s summable 
( A ) . 
Mehdi ( [50] , [ 5 1 ] ) and o t h e r s ( s e e e . g . , Mazhar [ 4 6 ] , [47]", 
e s t a b l i s h e d some l c , a | . - summabi l i ty f a c t o r theorems which we 
propose to d i s c u s s in Chapte r I I . 
I I . The methods ( ^ , P - ) , |i^»Pnl and jrT,p J . . 
i 1 II ri ^ 
When 
fPv/P„» k i n , 
^n,k 
where . p ( i s a sequence of c o n s t a n t s , x e a l o r complex, 
such t h a t 
^n " PQ •*• P i "^  • • • •*• Pn > ~ ' as n > « , 
( 1 . 2 . 1 ) r educes to (N,p )- raean. Then the co r r e spond ing ( T ) , 
| T | and | T | . -me thods w i l l be denoted by (N,p ) , | N , P „ | and 
Iv i l l i 
1 N , P L , k 2 I t r e s p e c t i v e l y , |N ,p | . being the same as |FI,p | 
: 16 : 
The method (N,p„) is both T ([34], p.57) and AT [71]. 
n 
F o r r e g u l a r ( 5 , p ) - m e t h o d , Sunouchi [71] proved t h a t : If 
n 
Pn+ l / ^n > % + l / Q n ' *^®" |f^»Pnl ^ l^»cin ' ' ^^^^® Peyerimhoff [62] 
proved an e l e g a n t l i m i t a t i o n theorem: I f Pn+ i / ^n+ l ~ ^ ^'^n'^^n^ 
P 
then J: 3 ^ | a 1 < <». 
R i z v i [69] has proved the fo l lowing Tauber ian theorem 
f o r | N , P I . - s u m m a b i l i t y which e x t e n d s a co r r e spond ing r e s u l t 
of Ahmad and Rahiraan [ 9 ] , f o r JN,p j : For 2 a^ ^ to be suramabl* 
| C , 0 | . , ( o r | s ^ i £ BV ) , k 2 1» whenever i t i s summable lN,p^l j^, 
k 2 1» i t i s n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t t h a t , t^^j £: BV , where 
I I I . The methods (N,p^) , lN,p^l and |N ,p^I j^ . 
In the s p e c i a l c a s e in which 
'Vk/^n' " ^ ^* 
0, o t h e r w i s e , 
^n,k 
where | p [ i s a sequence of c o n s t a n t s , r e a l o r complex, and 
^n = Po •*• Pi "^  . . . + Pj^  ?^  0 , P_^ = p_^ = 0 , 
: 17 
the transformation (1»2»1) reduces to Norland mean (Norlund [58 
see also Woronoi [ 7 6 ] ) , or (N,p )-mean of the sequences A^ i^ , 
generated by the sequence of coe f f i c i en t s | p ( • Then the 
methods (T) , | T | , | T | J ^ reduces to Norlund methods (N,p^) , 
JN,p^l and |N,p^|^^, k 2 1; l^fPnli being the same as lN,p^i . 
In the spec ia l case in which 
a-1 
p^ = A^ , for a > - 1 , 
the corresponding Norlund mean reduces to the f ami l i a r (C ,a ) -
mean and the summability methods (N,p ) , lN,p | and |N,p L to 
( C , a ) , lC,al and lc ,a l j^ , r e s p e c t i v e l y . On the other hand, 
- 1 
i f p = (n+l) , the Norlund methods reduce to corresponding 
Harmonic methods. 
Norlund summability, though o r i g i n a l l y i n i t i a t e d in 19C2 
by Woronoi [76] and having remained unknown t i l l pointed out by 
Tamarkin in 1932 [There i s an amotated English t r a n s l a t i o n by 
Tamarkin, (see [ 7 6 ] ) , of a paper by V/cronoi publ ished in the 
P roc . of the Eleventh Congress of Russian N a t u r a l i s t s and 
S c i e n t i s t s ( R u s s i a n ) ] , was independently introduced by Norlund 
[58] in 1919. In 1937 Wears [49] developed the concept of 
: 18 : 
absolute Norlund summability, which was l a t e r on extended to 
|fJ»P L-summabil i ty by Borwein and Cass [22] in 1968. 
n K. 
Necessary and su f f i c i en t condi t ions for the r e g u l a r i t y 
of the Norland mean are: 
Pn = <5 ( |Pnl)» as n ->«» 
Z I R J = 0 ( 1 P „ 1 ) , a s n 
r=o Y" • n' 
I t may be noted tha t the Norland method i s not necessari l 's 
abso lu te ly r egu la r for a l l type of sequences I p - ] • However, 
condi t ions fo r absolute r e g u l a r i t y can be deduced from a theorem 
of Mears on matrix summability: 
Necessary and su f f i c i en t c o n d i t i o n s , as s ta ted by 
Peyerunhoff [ 6 2 ] , for the absolute r e g u l a r i t y of the method 
lN,p I method are : 
p 
( i ) l im ^ = 0 , and 
n > CO n 
( i i) r |!2:2f. V i = 2 | < „, 
n=v- n n -1 
for a l l p o s i t i v e in tegra l va lues of v . 
: 19 : 
The problem of inc lus ion for suinmability |N,p | and 
I^»%1 was discussed by McFadden and Peyerimhoff [ 6 2 ] . Some 
of t h e i r r e s u l t s are of necessary and s u f f i c i e n t t ype . 
Borwein and Cass [22] applied (N,p | . -suramabil i ty in 
some other con tex t . 
1.5. SPECIAL ((})), \(^\ AND \^\^ - PROCESSES: 
I . The methods (J.p^^). l J , p ^ | jnd UtP^jl,^. 
In the spec ia l case in which 
n 
the transformation t( x) of (1.2.2) reduces to the (J,p )-
n' 
transform, J( x ) , defined by: 
(1 .5 .1 ) J { x ) = J (x) = (r p X ) S p„ s„x . 
5 n '^ n n 
If the s e r i e s 
(1 .5 .2) p(x) = Z p^ X 
i s convergent for 0 _< x < 1, and 
: 20 : 
lim J-(x) = s, 
x-->l-0 ® 
the series E a_ is said to be summable (JfP ) to s, 
where s is finite and it is said to be summable l-^ tPnl 
if the series (1.5.2) is convergent for 0 <. x < 1 and if, 
for c > 0, J(x)£ BV(c,l), that is, 
1 , 
/ [J ( x ) | dx < CO, 
c 
(Ahmad [ 2 ] , Chapter V I I I ; see also Ahmad [4] and Das [ X ] ) . 
The s e r i e s Z a , or the sequences { Sj^  } , i s said to be 
summable j j , p j j ^ , k 2 1» ^^ the s e r i e s (1 .5 .2 ) is convergent 
k 
for 0 <. X < 1, and J(x)£BV ( c , l ) [ taking w( x) = (1-x) in 
( 1 . 2 . 8 ) ] , t h a t i s , i f 
1 k-1 , k 
/ (1-x) i J (x) l dx < oo, 0 < c < 1, 
c 
(Ahmad and Rahiman [ 7 ] ; see also Rahiman [ 6 8 ] ) . 
I t i s c l e a r t h a t l^tPrjli ^^ ^^^ same as the summability 
| j , p 1. For k > 1, the summability methods | J , p 1 and 
[ J , p | . are independent of each other (see Mazhar [ 4 5 ] ) . 
: 21 : 
The spec ia l cases of ( J , p _ ) , I'^'Pnl "^^ ^ ^"^'Pn^k ^^' 
I I . The Abel methods (A), | A | , | A | J ,^ Ic 2 if l 2 £ P^ = 1» 
for a l l n . 
I I I . The Abel methods (K) , |A | and JA , L , when p 
i s given by. 
-/^ - 1 oo n 
(1-x) = 1 p X , for ;,> - 1 , ( l x | < 1 ) , 
n=o 
t h a t i s , when 
/ i - 1 
IV. Tl^ e logar i thmic methods (L) , | L | .aod 1 L | . . 
k 
that is, 
when p^ is given by 
- 1 - 1 oo n 
X log[(l-x) ] = Z p^ x , 
n=0 " 
-1 
Pn = (n+1) . 
The methods (AO) , JAoJ and 1AO|J^ are nothing but the 
Abel methods (A), | A | and |A | J^ r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
Like | c , a | -me thod , JA|-raethod i s the most fundamental. 
: 22 : 
By d e f i n i t i o n i t i s evident t h a t | A | ^ ( A ) . Analogous 
to Ab€l*s c l a s s i c a l theorem^we also have the r e s u l t t ha t 
| C , 0 J C | A 1 , [ 7 5 ] . Fekete [3 l ] genera l ized t h i s and proved 
t h a t : | C , a | C J A | , however large a(> 0) may be, and also 
showed by means of a negative example t h a t l A | C ( C , a ) , and 
hence | A | ^ | C , a | , however large a(> 0) may be. This was also 
independently v e r i f i e d for Fourier s e r i e s by Randels [ 6 6 ] . I t 
has been demonstrated by P a t i [60] t h a t , for the conjugate series 
of a Fourier s e r i e s , summability | A | a t a po in t , even when 
combined with everywhere convergence, does not necessar i ly 
imply summability | C , l l a t t ha t p o i n t . 
On the d iscovery of the f a c t t h a t D i n i ' s convergence 
c r i t e r i o n for a Four ie r se r i es a t p o i n t i s su f f i c i en t to ensure 
i t s summability | A | , Whittaker [75] was led to the considerat ion 
of the i n t e r r e l a t i o n bet'.veen summability (C,0) , t ha t i s , conver-
gence and summability \A\ . Using an example suggested by 
Littlewood he proved t h a t ( C , 0 ) ^ | A | . Prasad [63] , on the 
other hand proved t h a t 1 A | ^ ( C , 0 ) . Hyslop [37] has proved 
t h a t : If, for a s e r i e s E a^, E Z^(n a ) is summable JC, a+lj , 
t h a t | A | C | C , a | , fo r a ^ 0 ; in p a r t i c u l a r , if [n a^^f^BV, 
: 23 : 
then | A | ^ | C , 0 | . 
Concerning r e l a t i o n between [C^ajj^ and | A | J ^ , F l e t t [32. 
has proved t h a t : For k ^ 1» a > - 1 , | c , a { j ^ Q 1^ 1 k* ^® ^^^° 
showed t h a t J A J ^ JA|j^ whenever k < r and also con j ec tu r ed 
t h a t f o r k < r , I A J J ^ ^ I A J ^ . Thus , 1A|J^ and JA|^ a re 
m u t u a l l y i n d e p e n d e n t . Ex tend ing t h e above mentioned Tauber ian 
theorem of Hyslop [ 3 7 ] , Mazhar [ 45] has proved t h a t : For a 
g i v e n s e r i e s Z a^ ,^ JAJ j ^ C | c , a | j ^ , whenever E Z^(n n a^) i s 
summable (C, a + l | j ^ , f o r any a > - 1 , and k 2, ! • 
Concerning the family of | J , p | - m e t h o d s Ahmad ( [ 2 ] , 
[ 3 ] , [4 ] ) has s t u d i e d a number of p rob l ems , e . g . , he has proved 
t h a t : ( i ) l A | C J L l , ( i i ) 1 A,?\ | e j A, 7l+S 1 , for >^  > - 1 , 
^ > 0 , ( i i i ) lA^jC | A p | , f o r a > p 2 -1» ( iv) (J,p^^)-method 
i s AT, whenever S p_ = «» (v) | N , p ( C { J , p | ; in p a r t i c u l a r , 
l o l ^ U l [ l o g a r i t h m i c mean t r a n s f o r m s ; i i s def ined by: 
^o = ^o» ^1 = s^ , f^  = ( l o g n) ( SQ + ^ + . . . + ^ ) , f o r 
n = 2 , 3 , . . . ] . Ahmad and Rahiman ( [ 9 ] , see a l s o Ahmad and 
Varshney [ l O ] ) , have a l so p r o v e d , f o r s u i t a b l e ' p » ' f 
1 "^fP^l — l^'Pfil ui^der some T a u b e r i a n c o n d i t i o n and has de r i ved 
from i t a couple of s i m p l i f i e d T a u b e r i a n theorems for i J , p | -
n 
method. Extending t h i s theorem, R i z v i ( [ 6 9 ] , Chapter V) , 
: 24 
es t ab l i shed the following theorems: 
1 . For Z a^ j to be sumraable lc ,0 | j^ (o r | s^ j^ £ BV ) , 
k > 1, whenever i t i s sunanable l^»Pnlk* ^ 2 1» i't i s necessary 
and su f f i c i en t t h a t [ "ty^/^ BV , where 
2 . If, for k 2 1» S a^ ^ i s summable |J>Pni{c» 
t [EBV and if \ pA i s such t h a t , 
( i ) ^—2 < c , for n = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
^n-1 
1M(W)J 
( i i ) —ijzj— > C, for w 2 1, 
w 
-V'/Sw oo -v / r^ ^"^ oo - V o W oo - V / W 
( i i i ) / S P e / E P e ) i s bounded, 
\r=o ^ V=o ^ ^ 
for w 2 1» then s e r i e s E a_ i s summable |fT,p L , where 
oo p oo - v / w V 
S p2— 2 e E (2n-v) P P 
-v/w 
M(w) = i i ^ i rv^l_J£=n tt=n_ 
oo 
4 ' ,'=o ^ -^'*'^  "*' "^ -^^  




3 . I f Z a„ i s summable | J , p „ | ^ , and ]ti£BV , 
n n K ^ lij 
and if [p„] satisfies the conditions as in the preceding 
theorem, then Z a is summable lC,OJ.. 
r p J k 
4. If E a^^ is summable |J»Pnl{c» ^"^ / ^ n "p (^  ^^ * 
r 7 L n 
and if Jp f satisfies the same conditions as in the preceding 
theorem, and if, in addition: 
n P ^-^ 
(iv) (^ E -^ ) is bounded for k > 1, then 
^n V=l ^ 
Z a^ is summable |C,0|j^. 
1.6. APPLICATIONS TO FOURIER SERIES: 
L e t f ( t ) be a p e r i o d i c f u n c t i o n wi th p e r i o d 2TC, and 
i n t e g r a b l e in the sense ofLebesgue over (-11,7;) . The Four i e r 
s e r i e s of f ( t ) i s g iven by: 
a 00 
( 1 . 6 . 1 ) f(t)/NJ ^ + Z ( a „ cos n t + b s i n n t ) 
H Z A ( t ) , 
n=o 
where 
: 26 : 
•a 
a = h / f (t) dt; 
° '^  -u 
Ti 
a = ^ / f ( t ) cos n t d t , n = 1 , 2 , . . , ; 
—n 
b =- S fit) s in n t d t , n = l , 2 , . . . 
Loca l iza t ion Problem; The well known Pr inc ip l e of 
l o c a l i z a t i o n [73] s t a t e s t h a t the behaviour of Fourier se r i es 
regard ing i t s convergence for a p a r t i c u l a r value of x depends 
on the behaviour of the funct ion in the immediate neighbourhood 
of the po in t only. In o ther words, however small ^ may be, the 
behaviour of s^(x) (the nth p a r t i a l sum of a Fourier ser ies) 
depends on the nature of the genera t ing function f ( t ) in the 
i n t e r v a l (x-(j , x+6 ) only, and i s not affected by the values 
which i t takes outside the i n t e r v a l . In 1933, Prasad [63] 
proved t h a t the summability |AJ of a Fourier s e r i e s a t point 
depends only upon the behaviour of the generat ing function in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the poin t a t which the absolute 
summability of the Fourier s e r i e s i s considered. Later on th i s 
l i n e has been followed upon a number of workers for various 
absolute summability methods e . g . , Bosanquet [23] for | C , p | , 
: 27 : 
P > 1; Bhatt [ l 3 ] , for |N,p j . On the other hand Bosanquet 
and Kestelman [24] and Randels [66] have proved t h a t the 
summability |C , l l of a Four ie r s e r i e s at a point i s not a 
l o c a l property; t h i s l i n e was a l so followed up by many other 
workers . Thus, i t follows from the consistency theorem of 
jcj-summabili ty t h a t the summability |C,a | , - 1 < a <. 1, i s 
not a local p rope r ty . Then the problem a r i ses as to what should 
be the nature of the genera t ing function f (x) of the Fourier 
s e r i e s so tha t i t s summability l c , a l , a ^ ^» "^ y^ become a 
l o c a l proper ty . The answer to t h i s question was also given by 
var ious authors , e . g . Mohanty [ 5 5 ] , for l c , l | - summabi l i t y , 
Bhat t [11] and Ju rka t and Peyerimhoff [39] for lC,ai ; also 
Bhatt [13] for lN,p^ | , e t c . 
This problem has been s tudied by Bor [ 2 l ] for lFT,p L -
summability of Factored Four ier which we propose to d iscuss 
in Chapter I I I . 
Recently Ahmad [6] has discussed the app l i ca t ions of 
absolute summability to Four ier s e r i e s , i t s conjugate s e r i e s 
and t h e i r derived s e r i e s , by methods based on power s e r i e s , 
: 28 : 
including the those of the methods |J»Pnlic* ^^ *^ ® l a s t 
Chapter of t h i s d i s s e r t a t i o n we propose to d i scuss the 
| j f P 11,-summability of F o u r i e r , as studied by Ahmad and 
n K 
Rahiman ( [ 7 ] , [ 8 ] ; see a l so Rahiman [68] , Chapter V I ) . 
We have to f u r t h e r p o i n t out the Chapter I I also contains 
some problem on jC,al j^-summability fac tors of Four ier s e r i e s , 
while in Chapter IV, r e s u l t s concerning |N,p j . -sumraabil i ty 
f ac to r s of power s e r i e s and Four ier s e r i e s . 
^ ) rm^ ri^oi fiis)) i^P f 1 ^ m 
CHAPTER I I 
SUMMABILITY FACTORS OF A FOURIER SERIES BY ABSOLUTE 
SUMMABILITY WITH INDEX 
2 . 1 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS; 
Let 2 a_ be a given i n f i n i t e s e r i e s with the sequence 
of p a r t i a l sums | s f . Let | u^ ^ | and ] t f , denote the nth 
Cesaro mean of order a(a > -1) of the sequences | s j and 
jn au r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The s e r i e s E a^ i s said to be suininable |C ,a | , if 
(2 .1 .1 ) E \u^ - u ^ ^ l < «o, (Fekete [ 3 1 ] ) . 
n=l 
The s e r i e s Z a^ i s said to be sunmable lc ,a | i^ , 
ic 2 1» if 
oo k - 1 a a 
(2 .1 .2) Z n |u - u J < oo, ( F l e t t [ 3 2 ] ) . 
n = l •*• 
But, since 
a a a 
(2 .1 .3) t^ = n(u^ - u^_^) (Kogbet l iantz [42 ] ) , 
condit ion (2 .1 .2 ) can be replaced as : 
: 30 : 
a ^ 
(2 .1 .4 ) ^ i | t j < « . 
n=l ^ ^ 
A s e r i e s Z a i s said to be summable IAI if the 
n 
s e r i e s 2 a x"^  i s convergent for 0 £ x < 1 and i t s sum 
function ({)(x) s a t i s f i e s the condi t ion 
1 , (2 .1 .5 ) / |(t) (x) ldx < « , (Whit takar [ 7 5 ] ) . 
A series Z a^ is said to be summable IAI , p > 1 
n » 'p' "^  — 
if the series Z a x"^  is convergent for 0 <. x < 1, and its 
sum function 4)(x) satisfies the condition 
(2.1.6) / (1-x) l(i)'(x)| dx < oo, (Flett [32]). 
o 
Let ) p ] be a sequence of p o s i t i v e numbers, such t h a t [Pnj 
P = P + P , + . . . + P ^ 
n *^ o ^1 '^ n 
The series Z a^  is said to be summable N,p \ , if 




: 31 : 
Let f ( t ) be a pe r iod ic funct ion with period 2i:, 
and in tegrab le in the sense of Lebesgue over (-7i:,7:) . The 
Four ier s e r i e s of f ( t ) i s given by: 
a °° 
(2 .1 .8 ) f C t ) / ^ w^ + Z a„ cos n t + b„ sin nt 
^ n=l " " 
Z A( t ) . 
n=0 " 
Then, for n ^ 1 
(2 .1 .9 ) It A (x) = / 4)(t) cos n t d t , 
o 
where (|)( t) = f ( x+t) + f ( x - t ) - 2f ( x) . 
We wr i te 
y -1 
(2 .1 .10) lil(t) = / u l(t)(u)ldu, 0 < Y < It 
t 
(2 .1 .11) v^^ = (TTlog^n) ( l og^ n) "*" , log n^ > 0 , e > 0 , t^ 2, 
where log n = log( log n) , . . . , log n = log log n . 
: 32 J 
2.2. INTRODUCTION: 
Whittakar [75] in 19X, proved that the series 
« A (x) 
n=l n°^  
i s sunmable JAJ almost everywhere. 
Later , Prasad [64] demonstrated tha t the s e r i e s 
A„(x) 
n=n^ *^ n o 
i s summable | A | almost everywhere. 
Chow [28 ] , on the o the r hand, has shown t h a t the s e r i e s 
c 
Z 7| j^ ^n^^^ ^^ summable | C , l | almost everywhere, provided ,^/^ " 
i s a convex sequence sa t i s fy ing the condit ion 
-1 
Z n ?\^ < w • 
Cheng [26] in 1948, e s t a b l i s h e d the following r e s u l t . 
Theorem 2 .2 .1 [ 2 6 ] . If 
$ ( t ) S / 4)(u) du = 0 ( t ) 
: 33 : 
oo 
as t >0 , then the s e r i e s I A„(x) / ( log n) , X > 0 
n=2 " ° 
i s summable | c , a l , a > 1 . 
Mehdi [ 5 l ] obtained necessary and su f f i c i en t conditions 
to be s a t i s f i e d by a sequence i C ^) of r e a l or complex numbers 
in the form of following r e s u l t s . 
Theorem 2.2«2 fSlI« Let 1 _< k < + « and o 2 0* 
The necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ion for I (f ^a to be 
' n n 
summable lA|j^ whenever Z a^ i s summable | C , a | , are: 
(i) A t^ =0(n'''); 
( i i ) Cr. = 0 ( 1 ) . 
n 
Theorem 2 . 2 . 3 [5l1 . Let 1 < k <_ + « , p ^ 0 , and 
l e t a be a non-negative i n t ege r . The necessary and su f f i c i en t 
condi t ions for Z C^ B^ to be summable I c . s l , whenever E a 
n n ' '^  ' K n 
i s sunmable | c , a l , a re : 
- a ( i a ) ^ d n = 0 ( n ) (p > i . 1) 
1 
( i^ ) A ^ n ^ ^ t * ^ ( log n) ] (p = 1 - l /k) 
: 34 : 
, B-a - l+ l /k , 
and ( i i a ) t^ =0[n ] (p < a + 1 - i ) 
-l/k , 
( i i b ) ^n = 0 [ ( l o g n) ] (p = o + 1 - -i) 
( i i c ) t^ = 0(1) (p > a + 1 - i ) . 
when 0 ^ p < 1 - l / k , the requi red condi t ion is only ( i i a ) . 
Remarks; (1) When 0 £ p < 1 - l / k condition ( i i a ) 
implies ( i a ) so t h a t ( ia) may be omit ted . 
(2) If k = +CO, the condit ions are free of log n and may be 
s t a t ed more simply as ( ia) and 
/ p -a -1 
( i i a ) ^ j ^ = 0(n ) (P 1 a + D 
( i i c ) ' (f^  = 0(1) (p 2 a+D-
(3) If 1 < k < + CO and p i s a l so an in teger then the 
condi t ions are again free of log n and becomes more simply 
( ia) , ( i i a ) , and ( i i c ) . This i s the only known instance of 
sumraability f ac to r s for which the form of the conditions for 
general a and p i s not the same as the form of the condit ions 
for i n t eg ra l a and p . 
: 35 : 
I t is known t h a t the sumraability lN,p I and summability 
|C,alj^ a re , in g e n e r a l , independent of each o ther . Then, ( l ) 
I t i s , the re fore , n a t u r a l to f ind out su i t ab le summability 
f ac to r ]C \ , so t h a t Z ^ n ^ n °^^^ ^ summable | C , a L » 
a > - 1 , k 2 1» whenever Z a i s summable lN,p | , and 
(2) If £ aL i s summable | c , a | j ^ then E a^C« may be 
summable JNtP-j • Mazhar ( [ 4 6 ] , [47]) has examined the summa-
b i l i t y factor problem of the both types and we wi l l d iscuss 
them here r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Mazhar [47] f i r s t gave the following r e s u l t : 
Theorem 2 . 2 . 4 [ 4 7 ] , Let E a be summable |N,p | 
Then, ^ a^^ £ ^^  i s summable |C ,p | | ^ , p > - 1 , k > 1, if 
(i) (a) Atn =° (Pn /V ' ^ > ^ ' I ' 
P • ' / ' 
( i ) (b) A d n = 0 ( ^ ( log n) ) , p = i - i ; 
n 
P„ p+ l /k -1 , 
( i i ) ( a ) £ = o ( ^ n ) , p < 2 - i ; 
n 
np , 
( i i ) ( b ) f^ = 0 ( ^ ( l o g n ) ) , p = 2 - i ; 
^ np 
( i i ) ( c ) t^ = 0 ( p ^ ) , P > 2 . i ; 
: 36 : 
where p^^^ = ^(Pn^ ^"^ " ^n ^ ^^^r? ' 
If - 1 < p < 1 - T» then the required condi t ion is ( i i ) (; 
I f -1 < p £ 2 - p then the condi t ions ( i) ( a) , ( i) (b) , 
( i i ) ( a ) and ( i i ) ( b ) are necessary and s u f f i c i e n t for the va l id i l 
of the theorem. On the o ther hand, when p > 2 - -r, the condi-
t i o n s ( i ) (a) and ( i i ) ( c ) are necessary and s u f f i c i e n t provided 
P„ = 0 ( n p „ ) . 
Remarks; I . I f p i s an in teger and k > 1, then the 
terms involving log n w i l l d isappear and our condi t ions become 
( i ) ( a ) , ( i i ) ( b ) and ( i i ) ( c ) . 
I I . For k = 1, in view of lemma 2 (Mehdi [51]) condit ions are 
(i)(a) A 6 n = 0 ( ^ ) , p > 0; 
( i i ) ( a ) e^ = 0 ( ^ n ) , p < 1; 
n 
(U)(c) e„=0( lPn)^ p , 1. 
n 
when - 1 < p <. 0 , the required condi t ion i s ( i i ) ( a ) 
I I I . For p^ = 1, we get theorem 2 . 2 . 3 (Mehdi [ 51]) for the 
case a = 1. 
: 37 : 
Again, Mazhar [46] o b t a i n e d the fo l lowing r e s u l t for 
the summabili ty f a c t o r of second type as fo l l ows : 
Theorem 2 . 2 . 5 [46 l« The n e c e s s a r y and s u f f i c i e n t 
c o n d i t i o n s for the s e r i e s Z a^ ^ f to be summable |N ,p j 
whenever E a_ i s summable | C , a J , , a 2 0 , k 2 i» a^^ 
( i ) 
a+1 - r 
n '^ AhhC •. 
where ^ + p = 1; 
(ii)(a) n"^'6^]£ t > 0 1 a 1 1 ; 
( i i ) ( b ) r^^ i^tlei , a>l; V ""^  
where (a) p^ ^ ~ "^^Pn+l 
) , (b ) (n+1) p^ = O(Pj^) and 
( c ) P^ = 0(n Pj^ ) (a > 1 ) . 
I t may be remarked t h a t t h i s theorem i n c l u d e s , as a 
s p e c i a l case f o r k = 1 , of t he f o l l o w i n g theorem of Mohaptra 
[ 5 7 ] . 
Theorem 2 . 2 . 6 [ 5 7 ] . L e t t he sequence / p i- s a t i s f y 
the fo l lowing : 
: 38 : 
(2 .2 .1) p^ "O^Pn+l^» 
(2 .2 .2) (n+1) p^ = 0 ( P ^ ) ; 
a 
(2 .2 .3) P^ = 0(Pj^ n ) , o > 1, 
The necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condit ions to be s a t i s f i e d by a 
sequence ) ^ - . \ * such t h a t E a^ ^n ^^ summable |?I,p [, 
whenever Z a i s summable | C , a | , a ^ 0 are 
'^O(l), 0 £ a 1 1, 
(2 .2 .4) t 
" 1 P . n-« 
Oi^ ) , a > 1 
'^ n 
a £„ -a-1 
(2.2.5) ^ (-g) =0(n ) . 
On the other hand if we take p = 1 , we ge t the following 
r e s u l t of Mehdi [ 5 l ] . 
Theorem 2 . 2 . 7 . Let a 2 0 , k > 1 . The necessary and 
su f f i c ien t cond i t ions for Z a^ f to be summable |C, l ( 
whenever Z a^ i s summable |C ,a | . are 
a + 1 - i a f (i) n-^ ' " ^ (^)eh 
: 39 : 
where -^  + p - 1; 
I « Id 
( i i ) ( a ) Z - " < CO, a l l ; 
n=l " 
, « - l + a k ' - k ' - k' 
( i i ) (b) Z n 1 t \ < oo, a 2 1-
n=l " 
S imi la r ly , on taking p = l / n + 1 , the r e s u l t concerning 
JR, log n , l l summability f a c t o r s of i n f i n i t e ser ies can be 
ob ta ined . 
In 1970, Hsiang [36] proved the following theorems: 
Theorem 2«2.8 [361 . If 
^( t) = 0( t ) ; 
as t >-HD, then the se r i e s Z A ( x ) / n i s summable l c , l j 
n=l " 
for every a > 0 . 
Theorem 2 .2 .9 [ 3 6 ] . If 
[ -^' I 
^ ( t ) = 0 t / T T log^ ( l / t ) / ; 
L v=i J 
as t > +0, then the s e r i e s 
: 40 : 
E A_.(x)/(TT log n) ( log^ 'n ) ; 
" v=l 
i s summable | C , l | for every £ > 0 . 
Pandey [ 5 9 ] , proved the follov/ing r e s u l t . 
Theorem 2.2.10 [591» If 
/ | ( t ) (u>| r g , ^1 
(l,(t) = / du = 0 log ( i ) ; 
t u L ^ J 
oo 
as t > +0, 0 <X< u, then the s e r i e s S A (x)/|a i s 
~ n=o " " 
summable l c , l | for 0 < T] < (f . 
The condi t ions of Theorem 2.2.10 are l e s s s t r i n g e n t 
than those of Theorem 2 . 2 . 1 , 2 .2 .8 and 2 . 2 . 9 . 
Recent ly , Sulaiman [72] gave the following extension of 
Theorem 2 . 2 . 1 0 . 
Theorem 2.2 .11 [ 7 2 ] . Let [^n] ^ "^^ ^ sequence of 
c o n s t a n t s . Let g( u) and h( u) be pos i t ive funct ions such 
P 1 
t h a t H( u) = u h( u) , u g(--) are both non-decreasing for some p 
0 < p < 1 . Suppose, for k ^ 1, 
: 41 : 
oo 2 k - X k - l . k k k 
t n ^ \)\A [ h ( n ) ] Cg(n)] < « ; 
n=l " 
2k-"l k k k 
and E n JA;^^) [ h ( n ) ] [ g ( n ) ] < » . 
n=l " 
Then, the s e r i e s Z n ^ ^ h(n) A^{x) i s sunmable |C,$l j^ , 
0 < ( S < 1 . 
We reproduce the proof as g iven by Sulaiman by us ing 
f o l l o w i n g lemmas: 
Lemma 2 . 2 . 1 [ 2 6 ] . I f 0 > - 1 and a - C > 0 , then 
~ ^ n ^ _ ^ 
•• 1 • 
n'=^ n A » % A ^ " - * - l 
Lemma 2 . 2 . 2 , The s e r i e s E /I a i s summable 
— — — ^ ^ — n n 
C » 6 l k » ^ 1 ^f 0 < 6 1 1 , i f the fo l l owing hold: 
00 k- 6 k-1 k k 
n=l " " 
« k-1 k k 
n=l " " 
: 43 : 
- 1 
where s = n or u 
Thereofre, 
- 1 
{1^1 = o [ n H ( n ) / |(t)(u)|duj = o | H ( n ) g ( n ) j , 
f 7 1 - 1 1 C ^ 
\1^\ = 0 H(n) / u l(|}(u)}du'=0)H(n)g(n)N 
n 
Hence 
i s^ (x ) l = O ^ H ( n ) g { n ) j , 
k f k kt 
l s ^ ( x ) | = o | [ H ( n ) ] [g(n)3 j , 
The theorem follows by making use of lemma 2 . 2 . 2 . 
^ -1 
Remark: By pu t t i ng k = l , 0 = 1 , h ( n ) = n , 
^ n ~ '^'n ^^^ ^^^^ ~ ^^°^ ^' ^^ theorem 2 , 2 . 1 1 . We obtain 
2 . 2 . 1 0 . 
: 42 : 
Lemma 2 . 2 . 3 , Suppose g(u) i s a p o s i t i v e function 
such tha t u g ( l /u ) nondecreasing for some p , 0 < p < 1. 
If 
l|j(t) = 0 ( g ( l / t ) ) , t ^>0, 
then 
/ 14)(u)|du = o l t g ( l / t ) j . 
Proof of Theorem 2 . 2 . 1 1 . 
Let S (x) be the n - th p a r t i a l sum of the sequence 
H(n) A (x) . Then, we have 
n n 
Six) = Z H(v) / cos(vu) (t)(u)du 
" v=l o 
- 1 7 f 
n z f n 
/ + / W z H(v) cos(uv) (t)(u)du? 
o n-^ J ( v=l 
= I^ + l2» say. 
Since H(u) i s non-negat ive , non-decreasing, thus , by Abel 's 
lemma 
n ^ n 
1 Z H(v) cos(vu)l = O J H ( n ) max | E cos(vu) -
v=l ( l<v<n v=r 
= 0 ] sH( n) J , 
n ij 
CHAPTER I I I 
ON THE |N,p^j j^-SUMfMBlLITY FACTORS FOR INFINITE SERIES 
3 .1 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
Let 2 cL. be a g i v e n i n f i n i t e s e r i e s wi th the p a r t i a l 
sums s . L e t p be a sequence of p o s i t i v e c o n s t a n t s , 
such t h a t 
n 
" V=0 ^ 
where P _ . = p _ . = 0 , i 2 ! • 
The s e q u e n c e - t o - s e q u e n c e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n : 
1 " 
^n = P " ? Pv^v 
" ^n V=0 ^ ^ 
d e f i n e s the sequence ^ t I of the (N,p )-means of the sequence 
(^nl 9®'^^^^'*^^^ by the sequence of c o e f f i c i e n t s ^P_': • 
The s e r i e s Z a i s s a i d t o be summable lN»Prjlj^» 
k 2 1» i f 
k-1 k 
Z (VPn^ l^ n ' V l * ^ ~' ^^°^ ^ ^^^^' 
n=l 
: 45 : 
In the spec ia l case when p = 1 for a l l values of 
n ( r e s p . k s= 1) , l^ 'Pn^k summability i s the same as |C»lljr 
( r e s p . ( N , P I) sumraability. Also, if we take k = 1 and 
p = l / ( n + l ) , sumraability |N»P-jj. i s equiva len t to the 
sumraability | R , log n , l | . 
The s e r i e s £ a i s sa id to be bounded [N,p ] . , 
k 2 1» if 
n k 
2 P j ^ v l = 0 ( P j , (Bor [15]) 
a s n — - > CO. 
If we take k = 1, then [ N , p _ ] . , boundedness i s the 
n-ik' 
same as [l^»p_] boundedness. 
3.2 INTRODUCTION: 
Bor [16] has proved the following r e s u l t : 
The orem 3«2,1 [16] . Let 2 a be bounded [N,p ] 
Let ) P-^1 be a sequence, such that 
(3.2.1) P^ >« ; 
as n > oo, and 
: 46 : 
(3.2.2) K=O^Pn)-
Suppose there are sequences i, p ) and AA [ , such that 
(3.2.3) I ^X^\ < p^ ; 
(3.2.4) p^ > oo, as n 
(3.2.5) 2 n P 1 z^ p_l < « ; 
n=l " " 
(3.2.6) ^n'^n' =°^^^ ^^ " 
Then, the s e r i e s Z a^ X . „ i s summable | N , p „ | • 
n n n ' 
R e c e n t l y , Bor [19] g e n e r a l i z e d the theorem 3 . 2 . 1 , for 
| N , P L , '< 2 i» 3S f o l l o w s : 
Theorem 3 . 2 . 2 [ 1 9 1 . L e t E a be bounded [FI,p ]j^. 
1 •) 1 > ^ \ •' I f the sequences S P^ I , LB - and • y\ I a re such t h a t I n J ' '^ "^  n _ i n ^ 
c o n d i t i o n s ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) - ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) of Theorem 3 . 2 . 1 are s a t i s f i e d , 
then the s e r i e s Z a^yX i s summable l^tPn^k* "^  2 1* 
Remark: I t should be no ted t h a t i f we take k = 1 
in Theorem 3 . 2 . 2 , then we w i l l g e t Theorem 3 . 2 . 1 . 
47 : 
The following lemma is needed for the proof of 
Theorem 3,2.2. 
Lemma 3.2»1. Under the conditions on JP | and \ p ) 
as taken in statement of the theorem, the following conditions 
hold, when (3.2.5) is satisfied. 
(3.2.7) nP^pj^=0(l), as n >»; 
(3.2.8) E Pj^ p^  < « 
Proof of the Theorem 3 . 2 . 2 . 
Let I T I, be the sequence of the (N,p ) mean of 
the se r ies Z a ^ ^ n ' Then, by d e f i n i t i o n , we have 
^n = r , i . Pv ^ ^ r ^ r = p " "" ^^n " ^ - 1 ^ \ > v' 
" ^n V^ =0 ^ r=0 ^ ^n V=0 " v x v v 
Then, for n 2 1» we have 
n n—1 
Using Abel's t ransformat ion , we ge t 
: 48 : 
n-1 
n n—1 v=l n 
T„ 1 + T„ o + T„ -J* say. n , l n , 2 n , 3 ' 
To prove the theorem, by Minkowski' s i n e q u a l i t y , i t i s s u f f i c i e n 
to show t h a t 
k-1 k 
n=l " " " ' ^ 
Since | ) N ^ | = 0 ( 1 / ? ^ ^ ) = 0 ( 1 ) , by ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) , we have 
I—1 n = i n n=l 
= I i>„i i \ i i P „ n g V 
n—X n 
0(1) Jj>nNPnll^ nl =°(« ^^K^ J l '-''^' 
-0(1) | ^ J j ^ pjs/ 
: 49 : 
m - 1 . 
= 0(1) E U > „ | P n * ° ( l > l \ | P m 
n=l 
m-1 . 
= 0(1) E Pn^n-^ 0(1)1 >ml ^m^^^^^'^ 
n=l 
as m > CO, by v i r t ue of the hypothesis of the theorem and 
lemma. 




F i n a l l y , using the f a c t that 
i = 0(p ) , by ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) , we have tha t 
as m > »; by v i r tue of the hypothesis of the theorem and 
lemma. 
Therefore, we get 
k-1 k 
as m > CO, for r = 1 ,2 ,3 . 
= 0 ( 1 ) ; 
: 50 : 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3 .3 . LOCAL PROPERTY OF lN,p^l j^-SUm4A3ILITY: 
Let f ( t ) be a pe r iod ic function with period 2TI, 
Lebesgue in tegrable over (-it,7r) and we also assume tha t the 
cons tan t term in the Four ie r s e r i e s of f ( t ) i s ze ro , tha t is 
/ f ( t ) d t = 0 , 
and 
f ( t ) ^ Z (a cos n t + b s in nt) Z A ( t ) . 
n=l ' " " n=l " 
Mohanty [54] has demonstrated that the summability 
JR, log n,l| of 
(3.3.1) 
log (n+1) 
a t t = X i s a loca l proper ty of the generating function of 
Z A ^ ( t ) , 
Matsuraoto [43] improved t h i s r e s u l t by r ep lac ing the 
s e r i e s (3 .3 .1) by 
: 51 : 
(3 .3 .2 ) E ^ 1+^ ; f > 0 . 
/log log(n+l) J 
General izing the above r e s u l t Bhat t [ l 2 ] proved the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 3 .3 .1 [12]« If \ X L i s a convex sequence 
- 1 
such tha t 2 n ^ n i s convergent, then the suinmability 
JR, log n , l j of the s e r i e s 2 ^n^ ^^  ^n ^^^ ^ a t a point can 
be ensured by a l o c a l p roper ty . 
Mishra [53] has proved Theorem 3 .3 .1 in the fora of the 
following r e s u l t : 
Theorem 3.3 .2 [53] . Let the sequence f P_.\ be 
such t h a t 
(3 .3 .3) ?^ = 0(n p^) 
(3 .3 .4) P n " ^ P n = 0 ( P n P n - K l ) -
Then, the summability lfI ,P- | of the s e r i e s 
» - 1 
(3 .3 .5) Z A^(t) An^n(n p^) , 
n=l 
: 52 : 
where ]\jr ®^ ^^ ^^ Theorem 3 . 3 . 1 , a t a po in t can be ensured 
by a local p roper ty . 
Bor [17] has genera l ized Theorem 4 . 3 . 2 , for |N,p^|j^ 
summability provided t h a t k 2 1» ss follows: 
Theorem 3 . 3 . 3 . [ 1 7 ] . Let k 2 1 and l e t the sequence 
I p \ be such tha t cond i t ion (3 .3 .3 ) and (3 .3 .4) of Theorem 
3 .3 .2 are s a t i s f i e d . Then, the summability ilT,p L of the 
s e r i e s ( 3 . 3 . 5 ) , where ( )v_ | i s as given in Theorem 3 . 3 . 1 , at 
a po in t can be ensured by a l o c a l p roper ty . 
Remark. Since | )v I i s a convex sequence therefore the 
1 X J ^ > ^ 1 K ^ 
sequence j ( / ) ' i s a lso convex and 2 — ( A ) < « . 
Recently, Bor [21] genera l ized the above r e s u l t under 
more appropriate cond i t ions than those given in Theorem 3.3.3 
as under: 
Theorem 3.3.4 [211 . Let k ^ 1 and l e t the sequences 
p ( a n d i ^ , be such t h a t 
( 3 . 3 . 6 ) AXj^ =0(H^i 
: 53 : 
(3 .3 .7 ) 2 X„ —^ 1—n+l. < « . 
n=l ^ n 
oo k . 
(3 .3 .8) Z (X_ + 1) 1 A > _ 1 < oo; 
where X = P / n p „ . Then, the summability iNtPnii, of the 
s e r i e s 
(3 .3 .9) E V ^ ^ ^ n ^ n 5 
n=l 
a t a point can be ensured by a loca l p r o p e r t y . 
Remark. I t i s known (see [12]) t h a t i ^ ' X ^ ' ' ^^ ^ 
convex sequence and Z n yK i s convergent , then 
^ n -^  ^ n + 1 ^ ^* \ log n = o ( l ) , and £ log n ^ > j ^ < », 
so t ha t (3 .3 .8) i s a na tura l condi t ion to impose. 
The following lemma i s needed for the proof of main 
theorem. 
r 
Lemma 3 . 3 . 1 . Let k > 1 and l e t the sequences ^ p„ 
' ' 1 1 1 " * • I j 
and l>„l be such t h a t condit ions (3 .3 .6 ) - (3 .3 .8 ) of 
( Til 
: 54 : 
Theojem 3 .3 .4 are s a t i s f i e d . If s s„ ) i s bounded, then the \ = " ^ 
s e r i e s 
(3 .3 .10) E a„>^X„ 
n=i 
i s sunmable l^»Pnlk* 
Proof. Let I T I denote the (N,p ) means of the se r i e s 
^ J " 
( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) . Then, by de f in i t i on , we have t h a t 
1 n T = i _ j : p Z a X x 
" ^n v=0 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
n v=t) 
Then, for n 2 1» we have 
n n—1 
By Abel ' s t ransformation, we get 
P n- l s \ p X 
P„ P„ 1 „ 1 ^ v ^ v - ^ v + l ^ ^ v ^ P 
n n - l v=l n 
= T_ 1 + T„ ^ + T„ -, + T^ . , say. n , l n,^ n ,3 n ,4 ' ' 
: 55 : 
To complete the proof of t h e lemma, by Minkowski ' s i n e q u a l i t y , 
i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to show t h a t 
k-1 
oo p *" •" k 
n=l ^n *' 
f o r y- = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , 
Now, applying H o l d e r ' s i n e q u a l i t y , we have 
m+1 ^'^ ^ m+1 p„ ) n -1 k ^ k k 
, E , ' V P „ ) i^n.ii ^ „ i , p ; : ^ \ 4 ' = v M > . i P,x, 
1 1 n - l •^'-' 
m k k k m+1 p 
= 0(1) S p Is 1 1X^1 X^  E p p" 
v = l ^ ^ V V ^^^2. ^n ^ n - 1 
m k p , , ^ 
= 0(1) Z X^ ^ IX^I 
v = l V 
k-1 | > j ' 
= 0(1) L X^ — ^ 
= 0 ( 1 ) ; 
as m >oo, by ( 3 . 3 . 7 ) and h y p o t h e s i s 
S ince 
: 56 : 
n - 1 n-1 ^ , , n - 1 
v=l ^ v=l n-1 v=l 
n - 1 
< Z | A > ^ | = 0 ( 1 ) ; 
~ v=l ^ 
by ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) , we have t h a t 
k-1 k 
(P . /pJ 
n=l 
m+1 
by ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) and the h y p o t h e s i s of the lemma. 
Using the f a c t t h a t ZlXy = 0 ( l / v ) ; by ( 3 . 3 . 6 ) we have 
^ ^ tVP„) l^n.sl =°(1>» 
by ( 3 . 3 . 7 ) and the h y p o t h e s i s of the lemma. 
F i n a l l y , we have t h a t 
m ^'^ ^ m k p , k 
„^  (VPn) l\J =°(1) „^^n P ^ l \ ! 
n=l n,4 n=l n 
, , m k - l / „ 1 
= 0(1) z x^  ILJL 
n=l " n 
= 0 ( 1 ) ; 
as m > oo, by (3.3.7) and the hypothesis of the lemma. 
: 57 : 
Therefore, we get 
k 
n' '^ n E (P„/p„) = 0 ( 1 ) ; n=l 
as m > oo, for r = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3 . 3 . 4 . Since the behaviour of the 
Four ie r s e r i e s , as for as convergence i s concerned, for a 
p a r t i c u l a r value of x depends on the behaviour of the function 
in the irtmediate neighbourhood of t h i s po in t only, hence the 
t r u t h of the theorem i s a necessary consequence of the lemma 
3 . 3 . 1 . 
•'^t^iS f l i l fSl I't'fSil l i l S ^ f^^fpJ fllrSS) 
CHAPTER IV 
ON THE GENERALIZED ABSOLUTE NORLUND SUMMABILITY 
4 . 1 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
Let \Pj?^ ^ 3 sequence of c o n s t a n t s , r e a l or complex, 
and l e t us w r i t e 
^n "^  PQ •*• P i "^  • • • "^  Pn ^ ° ' n 2 0 . 





E p s : 
d e f i n e s the sequence 'Iw \ of the Norlund means of the sequence 
<s ', , genera ted by the sequence of c o e f f i c i e n t ^p ,^ . 
The s e r i e s Z a^ ^ i s s a id to be summable lN,p | , if 
(Mears [48]) 
n = i 
and it is said to be summable l^ »Pnlic » ^ 2 ^ ^^ (Borwein 
and Cass [22]) 
: 59 : 
« k -1 k 
E n Iw^ - w^^^l < CO . 
n=l 
In the s p e c i a l ca se in which 
rCn+a) 
^^  r(n+i) r(a) 
the Norlund mean r e d u c e s to (C ,a ) mean and l^»Pr,iic ^e^^ces 
to | c , a L s u m m a b i l i t y . For ? „ " • ' • ^"^^ ^n ~ ^"^^t we ge t 
( C , l ) mean and ( N , p j , - s u m m a b i l i t y becomes | C , l j . summabil i ty . 
I f we take p = —-r- , we g e t a b s o l u t e Hormonic summabili 
w i th index k, s y m b o l l i c a l l y w r i t t e n as JN, r T r l v * 
4 . 2 . INTRODUCTION; 
Concerning l c , l | and |N,p | summabi l i ty Kishore [40J 
proved the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t . 
Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 [ 4 0 1 . L e t p^ > 0 , p > 0 and l e t -p^ 
^ •*' '^ o "^ n -~ ^n 
be a n o n - i n c r e a s i n g sequence . I f Z a^ i s summable j c , l i , then 
- 1 
t h e s e r i e s ^ a^ ^n ^^"^^^ ^^ summable |N ,p | . 
In 1972, Ahmad [5] gave the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s r e l a t e d 
to the a b s o l u t e Norlund summabil i ty f a c t o r s of power s e r i e s and 
F o u r i e r s e r i e s . 
: 60 : 
Theorem 4 .2 .2 [ 5 ] . Le t ^p^^l be as in Theorem 4 . 2 , 1 . 
— — ^-nj 
If 
( 4 .2 .1 ) Z ^ I t 1 = 0 ( X ) as n 
v=l ^ ^ " 
where X^^ ^ . i s a pos i t ive non-decresing sequence, and i f the 
sequence ^^^ ' ^^» such t h a t 
( 4 . 2 . 2 ) X^>^ = 0 ( 1 ) ; 
( 4 .2 .3 ) ' ^ ^ ^ n ^ ° ^ V • 
2 . 
( 4 .2 .4 ) I n Xj^  1 A A^l < « ; 
-1 
then Z a^ P (n+1) i s summable l^tPn 
Theorem 4 .2 .3 [ 5 ] . Le t ^p'* be as in Theorem 3.2 .1 
*• •*• i^^n ] 
If 
\ log n = 0(1) ; 
2 . 
E n log n I /^ /^^| < « ; 
then E B„(x) P„/^^(n+l) is summable iN.p 1 for almost 
n n n ' "^ n 
all X. 
61 : 
Theorem 4 .2 .4 [ 5 1 , Let \p^ be as in Theorem 3 . 2 . 1 . 
2 
If F i s even, F L (-ii,ii) , 
t 2 
/ | F ( X ) | d x = 0 ( t ) as t > -to, 
o 
and if ^/. I s a t i s f i e s the same condi t ions as in Theorem 4 , 2 . 3 , 
then the sequence -^ A I. of Four ie r coe f f i c i en t s of F has the 
property t ha t Z Aj^  P^^A (n+1) i s summable |N,Pj^|. 
n 
Theorem 4 .2 .5 [ 5 ] . If f (z) = S C Z i s a power se r i e s 
n 
of complex class L, such that 
t iG 
/ lf(e )1 d9 = O(ltl) as t >40, 
o 
^ \ ' 
and i f ' / • - s a t i s f i e s the condi t ions as in Theorem 3 . 2 . 3 , 
then E C„ P_A„(n+i) i s summable iN.p | . 
n n n n 
Again, the above mentioned r e s u l t s by Ahmad [5] , were 
e s t ab l i shed by Bor [18] under weaker condi t ions and the proof 
of Bor [18] were shor te r and d i f f e r e n t from Ahmed's. We 
mention them as fol lows: 
Theorem 4 .2 .6 flSl . Le t Ip \ be as in Theorem 3 . 2 . 1 . 
Let kX^\ be a pos i t i ve non-decreasing sequence and suppose that 
•] 
: 62 : 
there e x i s t s sequences-jX 4 arid iP - l» such t h a t 
(4.2.5) | A \ 1 < P „ , ( A > „ = > „ - V i ) 
( 4 . 2 . 6 ) p > 0 , as n > « ; 
(4.2.7) ^ " n^ l ^ ^ n l ^ "' 
n=l " " 
(4.2.8) I X l^ \, =0(1); 
I f 
n , k 
(4 .2 .9 ) Z ^ | t ^ | =0(Xj^); as n > » , 
- 1 
then the s e r i e s E a_ P„x\„(n+1) i s sunmiable | N , p „ ) . 
n n n ' n 
I t may be possible to choose \p "^, s a t i s fy ing (4 .2 .5) 
so t h a t APf, i s much smaller than l , / \ x _ i « That i s , 
roughly speaking, when ;AA„^ o s c i l l a t e s i t may be possible 
to choose 1,8 \ so t h a t l<iiP-| i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y smaller th 
2 ^ ' 
A X 1 so t h a t E nX 1 A P „ 1 < « is a weaker requirement 
2 




: 63 : 
n 
(n even) 









1 ( n + l ) ( n + ^ ) 
1 
\ ii c vt juy f 
(n o d d ) . 
+ h a + 
A P n = n(n4-l) (n+ i ) ' 
Thus, the c o n d i t i o n ( 4 . 2 , 4 ) of Ahmad [5] i s s t r o n g e r 
than the c o n d i t i o n (4 .2«7) of Bor [ 1 8 ] . 
Theorem 4 .2«7 TlSl , L e t (p^^', be as in Theorem 3 . 2 . 1 . 
Suppose t h a t l ^ 1 and j P 1 s a t i s f y c o n d i t i o n s ( 4 . 2 . 5 ) - ( 4 . 2 . 6 ) 
of Theorem 4 . 2 . 6 and 
( 4 . 2 . 1 0 ) > ^ l o g n = 0 ( 1 ) , 
( 4 . 2 . 1 1 ) Z n l o g n IZiPn ' ^ " * 
V - 1 
Then, E P„(x) PrjAj^(n+l) i s summable lN,p^ | f o r almost 
a l l X. 
: 64 ; 
Theorem 4 . 2 . 8 ClSl. Let Ip^^? be as in Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 . 
If F i s even, F£ L i^n,Ti), 
t 2 
/ |F(x){ dx = 0 ( t ) ; 
o 
as t -» + 0 , and i f ( ^ n ^ ^^^ ^^n''l s a t i s f y the same condit ions 
as in Theorem 4 . 2 . 7 , then the sequence HA I of Fourier coef f i -
c i e n t s of F has the property t h a t S A^ P „ X „ (n+1) is 
n n n 
summable |N,p | • 
n 
Theorem 4.2.9 FlBl. If f( z) = E C Z is a power series 
of complex class L, such that 
/ |f(e )ld© =0(lt|); 
o 
as t — ^ +0, and i f \ X , and ;p I s a t i s f y the same conditions 
" ' - 1 
as in Theorem 4 . 2 . 7 , then E ^n^n/^n^'^"'"'^^ ^^ sunmable |N,Pj^l. 
Recen t ly , Bor [20] general ized Theorem 4 .2 .6 for lN,p L , 
with k 2 i» sumraability as fol lows: 
Theorem 4.2 .10 [201. Let ^ p^ "* be the sane as in 
Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 and l e t | X^ ^ be a p o s i t i v e non-decreasing sequence. 
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Let the sequences !>^1 and [^^l a r e , such t h a t the condi t ions 
( 4 . 2 . 5 ) - (4 .2 .8) of Theorem 4 .2 .6 are s a t i s f i e d . If 
n k 
(4 .2 .12) S i | t I = 0 ( X ) ; 
v=l ^ ^ " 
- 1 
as n > oo, then the s e r i e s E ^n^n^n^""^^^ ^^ suinnable 
\n,pj^ for k 2 1. 
Remark. I t may be noted t h a t if we take k = 1 in the 
above theorem, then we ge t Theorem 4 . 2 . 6 . 
The following r e s u l t s by Verma [74] and Mishra [52] are 
used r e spec t ive ly for the proof of Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 0 . 
Lemma 4 .2 .1 [ 7 4 ] . Let p^ > 0 , P^ 2 0 and 
l e t -| P-.. be a non-increasing sequence. If Z a^ i s summable 
-1 
I C l l j ^ , then the s e r i e s E a^^n '^^ '*'-'"^ ^^ summable l^»Pnlk* 
k 2 1-
Lemma 4.2 .2 [52] . Let ]X_l be a pos i t ive non-decreasing 
) \ ' T *) 
sequence and the sequences s Ay., and - P_ * are such t h a t conditior 
\ / • - J 
( 4 .2 .5 ) - (4 .2 .7) of Theorem 4 . 2 . 6 are s a t i s f i e d . 
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Then, 
( 4 . 2 . 1 3 ) n^^X^ = 0 ( 1 ) , 
( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) Z XJ^ < CO . 
Proof of Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 0 . In o rde r to p rove the theorem, 
we c o n s i d e r on ly the s p e c i a l case in which (N ,p ) i s ( C , l ) , 
t h a t i s , we s h a l l prove t h a t Z Sfj/^n ^^ summable | C , l | , , 
k 2 ! • The theorem, then fo l lows wi th the a i d of the lemma 
4 . 2 . 1 . 
Le t^Tj^ l be t h e n - t h ( C , l ) mean of the sequence 
"n a „ \ ^ - . That i s t o say t h a t 
V n n ' 
(^ •2-15) T „ = j ^ J ^ v a ^ S ^ 
Now, us ing A b e l ' s t r a n s f o r m a t i o n , we have 
1 " 
n^ = ^ 7 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ > 
= 1^ S^ ^^ '^'"'^ '^  ^^ " '" ^ "^"'^  ^ "^'^ ' ''^' 
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To complete the proof of the theorem, by Minkowski's 
i nequa l i ty for k > 1, i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to show tha t 
oo k 
(4 .2 .16) Z i I'rn r ' < ~ ' 
n=l " " ' ^ 
for r = 1,2. Now, applying Holder ' s inequa l i ty with indices 
k and k' , where 
•j^  + -j^, = 1, we have t h a t 
m+1 , k m+1 , n-1 ^ , 
n=2 n (n+ l ) ^ 1 v=l ^ ^ J 
m+1 
= E 
ns»2 n(n+l) v=l V V ' V 
m+1 , ( n-1 
= 0(1) E - r ^ \ E ^ V p I t h 
v=l , 
m+1 , I n-1 
= ^^^^^=2?ivll^ ^^^ '^ v L 
k | ^ n-l 
X ^ ^ E l 
" v=l 
,k-l 
m k k u^i 
= 0(1) E (vp^) I t I E l 
v=l " " n=v+l n 
m u, k—1 k 
= 0 ( 1 ) E (vp„) vp„ i I t I . 
v=l V V ' V' 
: 68 I 
Since vp^ = 0(l /Xy) = C(l) by ( 4 . 2 . 1 3 ) , we have t h a t 
m+1 El 
lo n l ^ n , l i 
n=2 
0(1) E vp^ i | t ^ l 
m - 1 V , k ^ ] 
= 0(1) Z lA(vp^)l Z ^ I t^ l -K3(l) ni^ nj I V i^-
v=l r=l v=l 
m-l 
0(1) Z lA(vP^) l X^ + 0 ( 1 ) ^ ^ ^ \ 
v=l 
m-l m-l 
= 0(1) Z v | A B , J x „ + 0 ( 1 ) Z ip^^JX^ +C(l)mp X 
v=l V V v=l m 
= 0(1) 
as m > « , by ( 4 . 2 . 5 ) , ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) , ( 4 . 2 . 9 ) , ( 4 . 2 . 1 2 ) , (4.2.13) 
and (4.2.14) . 
F i n a l l y , since 1>^1 =0(l/Xj^) = 0 ( l ) by ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) , 
we obtain t h a t 
nlJ''-^^^'%'=l'^-' ''^^nl^l^nl 
= 0(1) E IX I i i t 1^ 
n=l n' n ' n' 
m-l n , ™ 1 
= 0(1) . A | > „ | I i | t ^ | * 0 ( 1 ) | . X J I i | t „ l 
n=l r=l n=l 
m-l 
= 0(1) !: h \ \ x„ + 0 ( 1 ) \\J x^ 
n = l 
: 69 : 
m - 1 
= 0(1) ^t^p^x^ + o(i) \yj x^  
= 0(1) 
as m >« by v i r tue of ( 4 . 2 . 5 ) , ( 4 . 2 . 8 ) , ( 4 . 2 . 9 ) , (4.2.12) 
and ( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) . 
Therefore, we get t h a t 
s h IT . J =0(1) ; 
n=l n ' n , r ' 
as m > oo, f o r r = 1 , 2 . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
mmm^wsm 
CHAPTER V 
I J,p„L-SUMMABILITY OF FOURIER SERIES 
'n'k 
5.1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS: 
Suppose that p^ ^ > 0, Z p^ = « ; 
n=o 
and that the radius of convergence of the power s e r i e s 
n 
P(x) = Z p^x ; p (0 ) s pQ 
i s 1 . Given any s e r i e s Z a^, with the sequence of p a r t i a l 
sums ks^l , we sha l l use the no ta t ions : 
n ' 
oo n 
(5 .1 .1 ) Pg(x) = Z Pn^n^ ' 
n=o 
and 
(5 .1 .2 ) J(x) = Jg(x) = Pg(x) /p (x) . 
If the se r i e s on the r i g h t of (5.1.1) i s convergent in 
the r i g h t open i n t e r v a l (C , l ) , (O < C < 1) , and if J( x ) e BV(C,1) , 
we say t h a t the s e r i e s E a^, or the sequence Ls^ , i s absolutel 
sumraable ( J , p ^ ) , or simply suramable lJ ,Pj^ | , ( see Ahmad [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] , 
: 71 : 
[ 4 ] ) . A s e r i e s E a^ ^ i s summable l ^ f P ^ l k ' ^ ^ •'•» ^^ 
k 
J ( x ) £ BV ( C , l ) , t h a t i s 
^ k-1 k 
( 2 . 1 . 3 ) / (1 -x ) l | ; \ j ( x ) J 1 dx < oo, 0 < C < 1 . 
o J 
I t i s c l e a r t h a t suimnabil i ty i^^^Pnli ®^ "^ ®^ same as the 
summabi i i ty | J , p I . For k > 1 , the suimnabi l i ty N»Pj^l an° 
j j , p Ij^ are independen t of each o t h e r ( s e e [ 4 5 ] ) . Also, for 
p^ = l / n , n = 1 , 2 , . . . , we ge t summabi l i ty J L L ( s e e [ 4 5 ] ) . 
We a l s o w r i t e , th roughout 
'2-i-^) g'^ ) ° {'2 sil"U'^"-
5 . 2 . INTRODUCTION; 
R. Mohanty and J .N . P a t n a i k [56] have proved the 
fo l l owing theorem f o r an even f u n c t i o n f. 
Theorem 5 . 2 . 1 . [ 5 6 1 . If the f u n c t i o n 
^^•^•^^ t logf2T; / t ) { 2 s i n ^ u / 2 ^'^ = t l o g f L / t ) 
i s i n t e g r a b l e L in the i n t e r v a l ( 0 , i i ) , t hen the F o u r i e r s e r i e s 
: 72 : 
of f i s |LJ-summable a t the o r i g i n . 
M. Izumi and S. Izumi [38] general ized th i s r e s u l t in a 
couple of d i r e c t i o n s for l J , p | - summabi l i ty . 
They proved: 
Theorem 5 .2 .2 [381. Suooose t h a t 
( i) the sequence I n p^ l^ i s of bounded va r i a t i on , 
{ i i ) there i s an a, 0 < a < 1, such t h a t 
(5 .2 .2 ) (1-x) p(x) i as x t 1 . 
If U ( t ) / t p ( l - t ) e L(0,Ti), 
then the Four ie r s e r i e s of f i s jJ^p |-summable a t the 
o r i g i n . 
The condi t ion (5.2.2) may be replaced by tha t 
1 
| l " z j " ' • ' " ' l l - z 
p ( z) = 0 (7- -) , p " ( z) = 0 ( - ; — ^ ) , as z >^ 1, 
i t n 
where z = x e and p( z) = Z p z . 
n 
I^ Po "^  TT (" = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) , then Theorem 5.2.2 reduces 
n n 
to Theorem 5 . 2 . 1 , 
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Theorem 5>2.3 f a s l . Suppose tha t 
( i ) kn p X and ^n p i are monotone and concave and 
convex, and t h a t 
2 , , 
( i i ) (1-x) p ( x ) / p ( x ) e L ( 0 , n ) 
I f 
(5 .2 .3 ) / G ( t ) t dtf \ ( l - x ) p (x) /p(x) W x < CO ; 
o 1-t ^ J 
where 
t 
G(t) = / | g ( u ) | d u ; 
o 
then the Fourier s e r i e s of f i s | j , p |-suinmable a t the 
p o i n t XQ. 
Ahmad and Rahiman [7] proved a couple of theorems as 
follows: 
Theorem 5.2*4 [7]» Suppose t h a t 
( i ) the sequence *|P„) i s of bounded v a r i a t i o n , and tha t 
(5 .2 .4 ) (1-x) p(x) i as xT 1 . 
If 
: 74 I 
I g ( t ) / t p ( l - t R L ( 0 , n ) ; 
then the Four ier s e r i e s of f i s | j , p j-sunmable a t the or ig in . 
The condi t ion ( i ) may be replaced by t h a t 
i . 1 , , 1 
(5 .2 .5) p(z) = 0 (- - ) , p (z) = 0 (- ^ ) , p (z) = (• 
i t n 
as z > 1 , where z = x e and p( z) = S p z . 
Theorem 5 .2 .5 [ 7 1 . Suppose t h a t 
( i ) the sequence I p i i s of bounded v a r i a t i o n 
( i i ) there i s an a, 0 < a < 1 , such t h a t 
(1-z) p(x) 4 as x T 1 ; 
i t 
and, for z = x e , as z — ^ 1 ; 
( i i i ) p ' ( z ) = 0 ( p ( z ) ) ; 
I I ( iv) (1-z) p (z) = 0 ( p ( z ) ) 
If 
^ g ( t ) / t p ( l - t ) ' ^ L(0,Ti), then the Four ie r s e r i e s of 
f i s | j , p 1- summable at the o r i g i n . 
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The condit ion ( i ) may be rep laced by t h a t 
1 
(5 .2 .6 ) p(z) = 0 ( ) , as z ^ 1 . jl-zi 
I t i s observed t h a t Theorem 5 .2 ,4 gives a p a r t i a l genera-
l i z a t i o n of Theorem 5.2.2 and y i e l d s a c r i t e r i a n for absolute 
Abel summability for Fourier s e r i e s , while Theorem 5.2.5 gives a 
complete genera l i za t ion of Theorem 5 .2 .2 and contains Theorem 
5 .2 .1 as a spec ia l case when p^ =* r» n = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
•^ n n 
Again, Ahmad and Rahiman [8] proved couple of correspondii 
theorems for summability l^tPnlk* '^  2 ^» o^ Fourier se i r e s whici 
contains Theorems 5 .2 .4 and 5 ,2 .5 as spec ia l cases (see also [68' 
as follows: 
Theorem 5.2.6 f s l . Let k 2. ! • Suppose tha t 
( i ) the sequence I p ) i s of bounded va r ia t ion 
( i i ) there i s an a, k < a < 2k, such tha t 
a/k 
(1-x) p(x) i as x - t 1 ; 
and t h a t , ,_. 
( i i i ) for k > 1, the funct ion U l - x ) p(x)j i s 
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bounded in ( C , l ) , 0 < C < 1 . 
If 
[ g ( t ) / t p(l-t)^ig.LCO,«) ; J 
then the Fourier s e r i e s of f i s j j^p l.-summable a t the origin 
The condi t ion ( i ) may be replaced by t h a t 
1 . 1 , , 1 
(5 .2 .7 ) p(z) =0(-; - ) , p (z) = 0(- - 5 ) , p (z) = 0(-; - ^ ) ; 
l l - z | | l - z r j l - z r 
i t n 
as z — ^ 1, where z = x e and p( z) = E p z . 
Theorem 5 . 2 . 7 [ S l . Let k 2 1» suppose t h a t 
( i ) the sequence .p_^, i s of bounded v a r i a t i o n 
( i i ) there i s an a, 0 < a/k < 1, such t h a t 
a/k 
(1-x) p{x) 4, as X t 1 ; 
i t 
and for z = x e , as z > 1 . 
( i i i ) p (z) = 0 (p(z)) , and 
( iv) (1-z) p " ( z ) = 0 (p (z ) ) , 
If 
g ( t ) / t p ( l - t ) ) C L ( 0 , n ) ; 
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then the Fourier s e r i e s of f i s | j , p |j^-summable a t the or igi i 
The condi t ion ( i ) may be replaced by t h a t 
1 
(5 .2 .8) p(z) - 0 (- - ) . 
11-21 
I t i s important to note t h a t , in the spec ia l cases when 
°^ 1 
Pn = \ ' -^ < °^  ^ °» ^ ° ^ " "= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , and p^ = - , for 
n = 1 , 2 , . . . , we ge t r e spec t ive ly the following i n t e r e s t i n g 
r e s u l t s from the above Theorems 5 .2 .6 and 5 . 2 . 7 . 
Cora l la ry 5 . 2 . 1 . Let k 2 1 and - 1 < a ^ 0 . If 
1-a 
g ( t ) / t I ^ L ( 0 , i i ) ; 
then the Fourier s e r i e s of f i s |A j.-summable a t the or ig in . 
Cora l lary 5 . 2 . 2 . Let k 2 ! • If 
^ g( t) ^ 
\ t log i^) 
v^LCCn); 
t '^  
then the Fourier s e r i e s of f i s JLJ .-summable a t the o r i g i n . 
Subsequently, Rahiman ( [ 6 7 ] j see also [68]) generalized 
Theorem 5 .2 .3 for |J»Pnlk ^° 9^^® ^^^ following theorem: 
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Theorem 5.2.8 [67]. Let k _> ! • Suppose that 
( i) In p i and kn p \ are monotone and concave or 
'n j - r - -n 
convex; 
r 3-1/k , , 1 k 
( i i ) U l - x ) p (x) /p(xX^ L (0,1) 
If 
1 G^t) 1 . 3k-l . „ " . N k (^•2.9) / - 5 ^ d t / (1-x) ( B ^ ) < „ ; 





f t k T^/^ 
G(t) = ; lg(u)| du ; 
n the Fourier series of f is | j , p j.-suramable at the poin-
The condition (5.2.9) is sa t i s f ied when 
t 3k-l ' ' / \ k ^ *' 
(5.2.10) ( / u ( £ p ^ ) ^") < ' g u U ) " •' 
for a l l t > 0 ; and 
1—l/k ' ' k 
(S>.2.11) t P JllZl] G( t )eL (0,1) 
For the proof of the theorem 5.2.8 following lem.T,a is 
needed. 
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Lemma 5»2»1. For 0 < C < 1, 
1 S n p„ cos(n-H/2) t( x /p(x) ) 1 < ^^^"^1 P [^^ 
on the in te rva l (C , l ) , where K i s a cons tan t . 
Proof of the theorem 5»2.8» Since the theorem is true 
for k = 1 (see Theorem 5 . 2 . 3 ) , we proceed to prove i t for 
k > 1 . We can suppose t h a t 
•n 
(5 .2 .12) / 4)(n) du = 0 ; 
o 
and 
Pi = P2 = 0 . 
The sequence L n p ; n _^  3N i s also monotone and concave or 
convex. 
Let S_(x^) be the n - th p a r t i a l sum of the Fourier n o 
s e r i e s of f a t the p o i n t x , then 
, 11. Sin (n+ l /2 ) t 
V^o) = 1 ^^^^^ T-^*-
" ° '^  o 2 Sin t / 2 
Therefore, 
: 80 : 
'^ '^^ i^i""'" '^'''^ ''" 
1 n <j)(t) oo n 
/ ( Z p„ Sin (n+l/2)t x )dt. 
•rtp(x) o 2 sin t/2 n=l " 
Differentiating with respect to x, we get 
I , TC 4)(t) oo , n , 
J ( x ) = i / ( 2 p„ Sin (n-4)t(x /p(x)) )dt 
'^  o 2 Sin t /2 n=l " ^ 
(5.2.13) = ^ / g(t) ( Z (n+l/2)p„ cos(n+l/2) t( x /p(x)) ' )dt ; 
It « „_ i ' "^n 
o n=l 
where ' denotes the differentiation with respect to x. 
Write 
j ' ( x ) = ^ / g(t) F '(x, t) dt; 
"" o 
where 
F ' (x , t ) = Z (n+l/2)p cos(n+l/2)t(x /p(x))* 
n=l " 
Now, the Fourier series of f is summable lJ,P-lu» i^ 
n'k' 
1 k-1 , k 
(5.2.14) / (1-x) | J (x)l < 
c 
Since 
: 81 : 
j ' ( x ) = ^ / g ( t ) F ' ( x , t ) d t 
"" o 
= ^ / g(t) F[(x,t) clt + i / g(t) F2(x,t) dt 
o 
= Jj^(x) + J2(x) , s a y . 
Where 
F ! ( x , t ) = E n p„ cos (n+ l /2 ) t ( x / p ( x)) ' 
^ n=l " 
and 
F ' ( x , t ) = i Z p cos (n+ l /2 ) t ( x / p ( x ) ) ' , 
^ ^ n=l " 
in o r d e r to prove ( 5 . 2 . 1 4 ) , by Minkowski ' s i n e q u a l i t y , i t i s 
enough to show t h a t 
1 k-1 , k 
( 5 . 2 . 1 5 ) I^ ^ = / (1 -x ) | J « ( x ) | dx < oo, r = 1 ,2 . 
c 
Proof of ( 5 . 2 . 1 5 ) . We have 
1 k-1 , k 
I^ = / ( 1 -x ) | J i ( x ) | dx 
<f (1-x) " ( i / l g ( t ) | | F } ( x , t ) l d t ) dx 
c o 
, k 1 Ti k - 1 k , k II 
< (^) / d x / ( l - x ) l g ( t ) | | F . ( x , t ) | d t ( / d t ) 
C O 0 
k-1 
: 82 : 
k-1 ^ 
- - n r { d x / (1-x) J g ( t ) | |FjL(x,t) | d t 
o 
< ^ / | g ( t ) | d t / (1-x) ' |F ]_(x , t ) | dx 
o c 
, 1-c k 1-t k-1 , k 
= ^ / | g ( t ) j d t / (1-x) | F ^ ( x , t ) | dx 
o c 
1—c k 1 k-1 k 
+ ^ / | g ( t ) | d t / (1-x) | F ; ( x , t ) | dx 
'^  o 1-t ^ 
+ ^ / | g ( t ) | d t / (1-x) " lFjL(x,t) | dx 
1—c c 
= ^11 "• h2 "- ^13» ^^^' 
Now, we see t h a t 
^11 = I ^ r i g ( t ) l dt Y ( l - x ) ' " ^ l F [ ( x , t ) | ' ' dx 
o c 
yr* 1-C k 1-t k-1 5 P " ( X ) )^ 
< f / )g(t)l dt / (1-x) < ) dx 
^ o c <• p (x ) J 
* 
where K denotes a constant not necessa r i ly the same a t each 
occuxance. 
1 k-1 p " ( x ) ^ 1-x k ^ /^ 
= K / (1-x) ( ) dx ( / l g ( t ) l dt) 
c p( x) c 
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1 k-1 p (x ) ^ ^ . 
Kf (1-x) ( ) ( G ( l - x ) ) '^^  
o p(x) 
o k-1 p " ( l - t ) ^ k 
- K / t ( ) G ( t ) dt 
1-c P ( l - t ) 
1-c k-1 p ( I - t ) k 
= K / t ( ) G ( t ) d t 
0 p ( l - t ) 
1 k-l p " ( l - t ) ^ k 
< K / t ( ) G ( t ) d t 
o p ( l - t ) 
( 5 . 2 . 1 6 ) <, K, using ( 5 . 2 . 1 1 ) . 
Next , 
1—c k 1 k—1 k 
h2=n / 1^(^)1 ^* / ( 1 - x ) | F ^ ( x , t ) | dx 
o 1—t 
^ 1-c l g ( t ) | ^1 ^ 3 k - l ^p"(x ) ' 
< T / TC— ^x / ( 1 -x ) ( ) dx ( s ee lemma 
~ ' 0 t^'^ 1- t p(x) 5 . 2 . 1 ) 
I t j^ . k k 
1 3 k - l p ( x ) / 1-c jg ( t ) 
= K / ( l - x ) ( ) dx / TTT^ dt 
c p(x) 1-x t '^  
k 
1 3 k - l p (x ) k 1-c G ( t ) 
= K / ( l - x ) ( ) dx / TTT <it 
c p(x) 1-x t^^ ^ 
1-c G ^ t ) 1 3 k - l p ^ x ) ^ 
= ^ f - J F f T ^^ / (^-^^ ( ^ ^x 
o t 1-t p(x) 
: 84 : 
(5 .2 .17) ^ K ; by using the hypothesis ( 5 . 2 . 9 ) . 
F ina l l y , 
, 7 1 k 1 k - 1 , k 
I ,o = 7 / l g ( t ) | d t / (1-x) | F , ( x , t ) | dx 
•••^  ^ 1 - c c 
Ti k 1 3k-l p"(x) ^ 
< f / lg(t) | d t / (1-x) (-—T"^ '^'^ 
^ 1-c c p(x) 
(5 .2 .18) < K | G ( I I ) J ^ K, 
again by hypothesis of the theorem. Combining the i n e q u a l i t i e s 
( 5 . 2 . 1 6 ) , (5.2.17) and ( 5 . 2 . 1 8 ) , we get 
ITL 1 K. 
S imi l a r ly , 1^ i s a lso f i n i t e and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
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